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Call tracking: the next big advertising shift

Ten years ago, pay-per-click Internet ads revolutionized the advertising 

industry. Online, the once-tenuous link between advertising and sales 

became concrete and measurable. Instead of preaching faith in the 

effectiveness of their campaigns, digital advertisers delivered hard facts.  

But the PPC revolution was incomplete. It didn’t affect the majority of advertising, which 

couldn’t be measured on a pay-per-click basis, including newspaper ads, billboards, radio 

spots and TV commercials. And this meant that customers who clicked on an ad but 

called a store to make a purchase weren’t counted as “conversions.” Without a direct tie 

between online and offline behavior, claims about the success of various advertising 

campaigns remained fuzzy.

All that is about to change. The promise of precise measurement of advertising spend is 

about to be realized as huge swaths of previously unmeasured ad inventory becomes 

tracked, traced and verified. According to a new report by BIA/Kelsey, use of a 

technology known as “call tracking” is poised to explode as businesses start using phone 

numbers to match online clicks with offline purchasing behavior.

Call tracking works by assigning unique phone numbers to different campaigns, making it 

possible to treat calls like clicks. This capability is increasingly important in a world where 
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smartphones are changing the way people spend money. While a person may have once 

looked up a local business in the phone book before calling or visiting, it’s increasingly 

common for someone to look up information on a smartphone instead. That creates a 

huge opportunity for mobile advertising.

Greg Sterling, a senior analyst with Opus Research, says it’s “absolutely essential” for 

every mobile ad to include two things: click to call, which is the capability to directly place 

a call from a web browser, and call tracking. 

Advertisers who effectively use call tracking are realizing staggering improvements in 

conversion rates. Research by BIA/Kelsey shows that incoming calls convert at a rate of 

45 percent versus 3 percent for pay-per-click advertising.

How can you get the most out of your call-tracking investment? We spoke to industry 

experts to find out best practices. Here are their eight tips for increasing conversions with 

call tracking: 
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Set your goals
Success with call tracking is no different than any other endeavor. You want to know 

where you are going so you can recognize when you get there. Sure you want customers 

to spend more money on your products and services, but who are you targeting and 

what are you hoping to communicate? What metrics will indicate a successful campaign? 

What data do you want call tracking to provide, and how will you act upon the data once 

you've got it?

"Don't just buy the phone numbers without a plan to collect clear results," advises Dan 

Cardamone, search marketing manager at Nina Hale, Inc., an SEO/SEM agency. "Test the 

process with a diverse mix of channels. Find out whether it works better online, or with 

print or TV."

Get enough phone numbers—but not too many
Thanks to the advent cloud communications, which made it unnecessary to buy hardware 

and software, it's easy to provision as many call tracking numbers as you need. You can 

buy them one at a time, or use an app to automatically generate numbers on demand.  

Depending on your budget, it can be tempting to load up on numbers so you can track 

visitors as granularly as possible. For example, you might think you want to show every 

visitor to your website a unique number so you can correlate it with his or her clickstream.

Todd Fisher, co-founder of Call Tracking Metrics, says many businesses don't need as 

many numbers as they think they do. He advises allocating one call tracking number per 
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source—for example, your website, your partners' websites, print campaigns, etc.—and 

combining that data with geographic information obtained from incoming calls.

"Say you only get about 100 people to your site each day. But you don't have enough 

money for 100 separate phone numbers," Fisher says. "We can track what time of day 

each visitor came to your page, we can see the relative geographic location of that 

visitor's IP address and then we can match that to a phone call and the geographic 

location of the call. Between statistics and deduction, we can give you a high probability 

of matching the two."

Find the best place to showcase your phone numbers
Last year, Opus Research set out to measure the return on investment (ROI) of different 

mobile ad networks. As part of their test, the consulting firm spent $10,000 to advertise 

La Quinta Hotels across different ad networks. While click-through rates varied from 

0.33% to 1.06%, none of the clicks translated into customers. La Quinta reported that 

they did not receive a single online reservation for the entire period of the test. 

One of the ad networks, xAd, resolved to try again. They noticed that none of the ads 

from the previous test included a call-tracking number. For the second attempt, xAd 

decided to test a banner with a call-tracking button and one without. A call-tracking 

number was also included on the landing page. The result: The banner with the call-

tracking button produced nearly four times as many calls.
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Still, Greg Sterling, an analyst with Opus Research, cautions against blindly including call 

buttons in mobile ads. “It may generate a lot of unintended calls,” he warns. The best 

practice would be   to conduct your own test and see how numbers perform in different 

places on ads and on landing pages.

Calibrate your content
In addition to including a phone number, your ad should include the name of your 

company and a strong call to action. You should try out different creative treatments to 

see what works better for your audience. And you should bring the same attention to 

detail to your landing page as your ad. 

Four important things to consider regarding your landing page: Does the copy on the 

page reflect the message in your ad? Is it relevant? Is the design and copy consistent with 

the ad? Does it convey a sense of urgency?

It's safe to assume that customers who have clicked through to your landing page rather 

than calling you directly are probably looking for more information. You can try showing 

them elements known to boost conversions like customer testimonials, customer logos 

and sample pricing. Experiment with putting these on your landing page and measure the 

results.
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Record calls
One of the big advantages that call tracking holds over pay-per-click advertising is that 

calls can be recorded—provided that recording is enabled. Regular reviews of call logs 

can ensure that you are targeting the right audience and provide a way of improving the 

performance of your sales organization.

According to Log My Calls, a call tracking and recording service, companies that begin 

recording and assessing calls can increase their average close rates up to 20 times.

"By using recording services like Twilio, calls not only bring in more revenue, they also 

create an excellent training tool for the whole sales team," says Fisher of Call Tracking 

Metrics. If calls aren't converting, he says, the reason why the deal isn't being closed may 

be found in the call logs.

Embrace lead scoring
Call monitoring opens the door to "lead scoring," which is a method of assigning points to 

a prospect based on various attributes. It can be particularly beneficial for directories or 

other web publishers who are compensated based on the quality of the leads that they 

deliver to advertisers.

Josh Reznick is chief executive officer of Datalot, a customer acquisition firm. He says this 

kind of analysis is particularly useful for high-value leads, such as insurance prospects. 

"No one puts an insurance policy into an online shopping cart and then checks out," he 
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notes. "They're going to want to talk with someone on the phone. We can help weed out 

the callers who already have a policy from the callers who are actively seeking to take out 

a new policy."

Provide crucial information with whisper messages
Call routing, which some people refer to as lead distribution, may be the trickiest part of 

call tracking. You need to transfer calls fast, you need to transfer them to the right person 

and you need to make sure that person has the information they need to close a deal.

Experts suggest using whisper messages. These are messages that an agent hears just 

before a call is transferred. Bigger companies will use an interactive voice response (IVR) 

system to gather additional information from a lead. An IVR system will ask questions, 

record the answers and pass them on as whisper messages to the appropriate rep.

Andy Powell, the founder of CallRail, an online call tracking service, says whisper 

messages can also be helpful for small businesses who are answering the phone 

themselves. "Let's say you are running a keyword-level call tracking campaign," Powell 

explains, "when someone calls, the whisper message will give you the context of what the 

call is about." For example, if you owned a car repair shop and were advertising your 

expertise with fixing BMWs, the whisper message might say "call via Google for San 

Francisco BMW repair."
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Dig deep and follow up
Call tracking produces a wealth of data that can be useful for optimizing both online and 

offline campaigns. You want to make sure you are digging through the data to find the 

intelligence you need. 

Todd Fisher of Call Tracking Metrics said his customers have discovered some surprising 

facts by using call tracking. For example, Fisher says one of his customers realized that 

he was spending $3000 to get only five phone calls from display advertising on Google. 

Previously, the customer had thought that the display ads had been a great source of 

revenue and calls. Another customer learned that it cost $100 to generate a call through 

Google AdWords, and only $10 to generate a call from Google's organic search. Now the 

customer allocates a larger portion of his budget to organic search.

Like other technologies that reshape our view of the world, the insights provided by call 

tracking may contradict what you believe to be true about your marketing efforts. If so, 

consider yourself lucky.  Armed with new data, you'll be able to reorder your priorities so 

that you are investing in the channels that deliver the biggest return. Not only will you 

reduce costs, increase conversions and contribute to the success of your team, you'll 

also be getting smarter with every campaign you do.
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